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Abstract15
The reconstruction of body waves from the cross-correlation of random wavefields has16
recently emerged as a promising approach to probe the fine-scale structure of the Earth.17
However, because of the nature of the ambient noise field, the retrieval of body waves18
from seismic noise recordings is highly challenging and has only been successful in a few19
cases. Here, we use seismic noise data from a 5,200-node oil-company survey to recon-20
struct body waves and determine the velocity structure beneath Long Beach, Califor-21
nia. To isolate the body wave energy from the ambient noise field, we divide the entire22
survey into small-aperture subarrays and apply a modified double-beamforming scheme23
to enhance coherent arrivals within the cross-correlated waveforms. The resulting beamed24
traces allow us to identify clear refracted P-waves traveling between different subarray25
pairs, which we then use to construct a high-resolution 3D velocity model of the region.26
The inverted velocity model reveals velocity variations of the order of 3% and strong lat-27
eral discontinuities caused by the presence of sharp geologic structures such as the New-28
port Inglewood fault (NIF). Additionally, we show that the resolution that is achieved29
through the use of high-frequency body waves allows us to illuminate small geometric30
variations of the NIF that were previously unresolved with traditional passive imaging31
methods.32
1 Introduction33
Detailed knowledge of the subsurface velocity structure is essential for predicting34
ground motion and, thus, earthquake-hazard assessment. Over the past few decades, sig-35
nificant advancements in imaging the Earth’s interior have been possible with the ad-36
vent of ambient noise cross-correlation. This method goes beyond the spatial limitations37
of classical earthquake seismology and uses the Earth’s background vibrations (i.e. am-38
bient noise field) recorded at a pair of synchronous seismic stations to reconstruct the39
Green’s function between the two stations (Lobkis & Weaver, 2001; Campillo & Paul,40
2003; Shapiro & Campillo, 2004). Both the robustness and practicality of this technique41
have allowed the seismological community to investigate the mechanical properties of the42
shallow earth on regional (e.g. Sabra et al., 2005; Shapiro et al., 2005) and continental43
scales (e.g. Villasenor et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2008). However, as the44
number of high-density seismic networks continues to increase, it is being revealed that45
near-surface velocities can have large lateral contrasts that result in peak ground accel-46
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eration variations of a factor of 5 over a horizontal length scale of less than a kilometer47
(Clayton et al., 2012). This scale of variations motivates our necessity to push the lim-48
its of modern seismic imaging and explore the use of new generation instrumentation and49
processing techniques to resolve the fine-scale velocity structure of the Earth.50
During the first half of 2011, an unprecedentedly dense seismic network was deployed51
in Long Beach, California, area as part of a petroleum industry survey. This network con-52
sisted of more than 5,200 vertical velocity sensors that were distributed over a 7x10 km53
area at the outboard transition from continental southern California to the Inner Bor-54
derland, across the Newport Inglewood fault system (Figure 1). While the general pur-55
pose of this survey was to perform conventional active-source imaging, Lin et al. (2013)56
showed that high-frequency (0.5-4 Hz) ambient noise surface waves recorded by the net-57
work could also be used to construct a detailed 3D shear-wave velocity model for the top58
800 m of the crust. The clear correlation of the surface wave velocity model with the known59
geologic structure proved that passive seismic data can constrain the sub-kilometer-scale60
material properties of the subsurface. More recent work has showed that this type of industry-61
based instrumentation can further be used to investigate local microseismicity (e.g. Z. Li62
et al., 2018), the mechanics of active fault zones (e.g. Inbal et al., 2016) and diverse char-63
acteristics of the ambient seismic wavefield (e.g. Spica et al., 2018).64
As the use of dense seismic networks grew more common, it also became evident65
that it is possible to extract body waves from the cross-correlation of the ambient noise66
field (Roux et al., 2005; Olivier et al., 2015; Spica et al., 2018). This topic has attracted67
considerable attention from the geophysical community since body waves penetrate deep68
into the Earth and can probe the seismic structure with higher resolution than surface69
waves (e.g. Nakata et al., 2015, 2016). However, because ambient noise energy propa-70
gates mainly horizontally (Aki & Richards, 2002; Shapiro & Campillo, 2004; Sabra et71
al., 2005), reconstructing body waves from seismic noise recordings has proven to be a72
difficult task (Snieder & Larose, 2013; Nakata & Nishida, 2019). In a recent study, Nakata73
et al. (2015) used a 2,500-station array adjacent to the Long Beach survey to extract body74
waves and performed the first-ever body wave tomography using pure ambient noise recorded75
at the ground surface. This investigation, however, used a series of selection filters on76
individual waveforms to isolate the body wave energy, which, based on a set of quality77
control criteria, only allowed the use of a small portion of the entire dataset (about 35%).78
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In this study, we extend the work of Nakata et al. (2015) and use the Long Beach79
network to extract ambient noise body waves and map the velocity structure beneath80
the array. First, we validate the existence of coherent body wave arrivals in the cross-81
correlated waveforms by generating a stacked record section of the Long Beach dataset,82
inverting for a 1D velocity model, and computing a synthetic wavefield. We then divide83
the entire array into several small-aperture subarrays and apply an array processing tech-84
nique to retrieve first-arrival body waves traveling between the different groups of sta-85
tions. Finally, we make reliable traveltime measurements and perform a 3D traveltime86
tomography to resolve the P-wave velocity variations of the uppermost part of the crust.87
2 Ambient Noise Correlation and Body Waves88
For the Long Beach survey, Lin et al. (2013) built a complete set of more than 5,20089
virtual sources (i.e. one for each physical receiver) by cross-correlating the receiver at90
the source location and every other receiver in the array. The processing scheme used91
to generate such dataset followed the method of Bensen et al. (2007) (without the tem-92
poral normalization step) and yielded more than 13.5 million ambient noise cross-correlations.93
Aside from being able to retrieve clear fundamental Rayleigh waves, Lin et al. (2013) showed94
that weak yet coherent body waves existed in the Long Beach correlograms and that they95
could be readily discern above the noise after stacking over all receiver pairs into discrete96
offset bins (Figure 2). These arrivals, however, are not prominent enough to be reliably97
identified in individual traces. In this study, we use the same gathers and array process-98
ing tools to extract body waves traveling between small groups of stations.99
A close inspection into the first 5 seconds of the stacked correlated waveforms re-100
veals that body waves start propagating at approximately time zero with velocities larger101
than 1.7 km/s (Figure 3A). As in the work of Nakata et al. (2015), we find that the ap-102
parent wave speed of the first arrival increases with offset, which suggests that the re-103
constructed wave corresponds to a refracted or diving P-wave. Moreover, we observe 2104
distinct pulses arriving shortly after the first arrival that have slightly different horizon-105
tal slownesses and, hence, different propagation paths (Figure S1). To determine the na-106
ture of these arrivals, we convert the P-wave portion of the stacked cross-correlations into107
the Tau-p domain and use this representation to invert for a smoothly variant 1D ve-108
locity model (Figure 4; Shearer, 2019). We then use the inverted velocity profile to per-109
form a 2D finite difference simulation (D. Li et al., 2014) and resolve whether these ar-110
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rivals are the result of simple 1D wave propagation or due to large lateral velocity vari-111
ations within the array. Our analysis shows that a simple 1D model is sufficient to repli-112
cate all 3 arrivals and that they correspond to a diving P-wave, a PP-wave and a direct113
P-wave that is propagating close to the surface (Figure 3B-C). The strong resemblance114
between the synthetic and observed waveforms proves the correlation’s convergence to115
the Green’s function and confirms the presence of coherent body wave energy in the Long116
Beach correlograms.117
3 Double Beamforming and Body Wave Extraction118
Although P-waves are observable in the stacked correlograms, the generation of a119
high-resolution velocity model requires a complete characterization of the different wave120
propagation properties within the seismic survey. To this end, we apply a slightly mod-121
ified double-beamforming (DBF) scheme to extract first-arrival P-waves propagating be-122
tween different sections of the array. The DBF method (Boue´ et al., 2013) combines clas-123
sical slant stack processing (Thorson & Claerbout, 1985; Weber et al., 1996; Rost & Thomas,124
2002) on a source and receiver array to reconstruct a beam or eigenray between the center-125
point of the two groups of stations. In short, this technique entails finding the appro-126
priate slowness, u, and azimuthal direction, θ, of a given phase simultaneously on both127
sides by applying a systematic delay-and-sum to all the recordings. Following the no-128
tation of Nakata et al. (2016), the double-beam space, B, at a given time, t, can be con-129
structed by scanning the slowness and azimuth domains at the source and receiver lo-130
cations through the computation of131
B(us, θs, ur, θr, t) =
1
NsNr
∑
xs
∑
ys
∑
xr
∑
yr
C(xs, ys, xr, yr, t−τs(xs, ys, us, θs)+τr(xr, yr, ur, θr)),
(1)132
where the subscripts s and r refer to the sources and receivers, respectively, N is the num-133
ber of source and receivers, C is the cross-correlation function between the spatial points134
x and y (e.g. eastward and northward), and τ is the relative time lag from a reference135
point, which, for a 2D seismic array, can be defined as136
τ(x, y, u, θ) = u(x− xc) sin(θ) + u(y − yc) cos(θ), (2)137
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wherein the coordinates xc and yc represent the center of an array. Because of the large138
number of traces that are generally involved in the construction of a double-beam, the139
improvement on the signal-to-noise ratio is significant and, therefore, ideal to bring out140
the weak body waves that are buried within the correlograms noise.141
As in every array-processing problem, it is desirable to explore the complete model142
space to find the optimal pairs of slownesses and directional azimuths that would result143
in the most energetic and coherent beam. However, due to the large number of instru-144
ments in the Long Beach survey, scanning through the 5D space of the double-beam for145
every possible source and receiver array configuration is computationally very demand-146
ing and basically impractical. To overcome this challenge, we apply two modifications147
to the traditional DBF method. First, we assume that, because of the relatively short148
interstation distances of the array, the diving P-waves do not suffer large deviations from149
their direct raypaths. This assumption allows us to collapse the directional azimuth di-150
mensions, θs and θr, by fixing their optimal values to the azimuth between the geographic151
center of the source and receiver arrays. Synthetic tests using the real Long Beach sta-152
tion geometry indicate that this simplification is reasonably valid even for lateral veloc-153
ity contrasts as large as 20% (Figure S2). Second, instead of scanning through the re-154
maining slowness and time space, we compute the time-frequency spectra of each indi-155
vidual record via an S-transform (Stockwell et al., 1996) and, from this representation,156
extract the timing of every energy peak that is ±0.2 seconds within the predicted arrival157
time of the diving P-wave (Figure 5). The length of the tolerance time window is cho-158
sen based on the fact that we are focusing on body waves that are mostly higher than159
3 Hz (Nakata et al., 2015) and we only want to include a maximum of 3 wavelets to avoid160
severe cycle skipping. Subsequent analyses of our DBF results suggests that most of the161
shallow crustal velocity variations of Long Beach can be captured with this window length162
and that its broadening does not change the first-order distribution of our traveltime ob-163
servations (Figure S3). As an aside, it is worth noting that here we do not use nor re-164
tain any frequency information that is contained in the S-transform spectrograms as we165
opt to degrade their frequency resolution in order to enhance their temporal resolution166
and obtain finer traveltime picks (Mansinha et al., 1997).167
After collecting the time of arrival of every potential refracted P-wave, we cast the168
entire double-beam calculation as a linear inverse problem and simultaneously solve for169
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the source and receiver side slownesses that best predict the traveltime dataset via weighted170
least-squares. In other words, we minimize the prediction error E = eTWee and solve,171
m = [GTWG]−1GTWd, (3)172
where m is a vector containing the source-side and receiver-side slowness, G is a sen-173
sitivity matrix that relates the source and receiver array geometries to the traveltime data,174
W is a weighting matrix, and d is a vector containing the traveltime picks. To weight175
the inversion, we use the absolute amplitude of the picked energy contours of the S-transformed176
correlograms. It is important to point out that the amplitudes of the P-wave signals largely177
depend on the local noise distribution and are only used here to prioritize the alignment178
of energetic arrivals rather than the one of weak and random oscillations within the traces.179
This last step turns our processing scheme into something that is equivalent to finding180
the source-side and receiver-side velocities that best maximizes the energy of the stacked181
waveforms around the predicted time of arrival of the refracted P-wave.182
To implement the DBF scheme described above, we first downsample the data to183
a 0.02 s sampling and band-pass filter every available correlogram between 2-8 Hz. We184
then loop through every virtual source and construct source arrays by taking their 29185
nearest neighbors. Then, for each source array, we loop through every other station that186
is not part of the source group and take their 29 nearest neighbors to construct the re-187
ceiver arrays (Movie S1). Each source and receiver array is, therefore, composed by 30188
stations each, which results in a total of 900 Green’s functions for each subarray pair.189
The number of stations that are involved in the construction of the subarrays is deter-190
mined empirically based on the tradeoff that, to better capture the small-scale velocity191
variations within the survey, we want to use the least amount of instruments in the DBF192
and still be able to observe clear body wave arrivals (Figure S4). As a quality control,193
we only apply the DBF to source and receiver groups in which both array radii were be-194
low 900 m and their geographic centers are at least 1 km apart. The first condition is195
set to ensure waveform strong waveform coherency between the traces while the second196
condition is set to allow some time separation between the body and surface wave ar-197
rivals. Moreover, to assure that the reconstructed beams are statistically significant, we198
apply a bootstrapping method to calculate 95% confidence limits, and choose to only re-199
tain beams in which their confidence region is smaller than 0.3 km2/s2 using a total of200
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500 picked traveltime resamples. The size of the threshold for the confidence region is201
determined based on a visual inspection of the quality of the beams and the overall boot-202
strapping results. Figure 6 shows an example of the modified double-beamforming scheme203
for a single source-receiver array configuration.204
A unique aspect of our processing scheme is that the size and geometry of the source205
and receiver arrays changes every time a beam is constructed at different locations across206
the survey. This particularity causes that the resolution of the DBF, which largely de-207
pends on the size of the subarrays, to vary spatially such that its ability to extract wavelets208
of specific frequencies is not always the same. To prevent spatial aliasing, the general209
rule in beamforming is that the aperture of the array must be at least >1 wavelength210
than the longest period of interest and the average interstation spacing must be <0.5211
wavelengths (Roux et al., 2008; Brenguier et al., 2015; Nakata et al., 2016). For our case,212
the Long Beach survey has an average interstation distance of 100 m and, as stated above,213
all of our source and receiver arrays are composed of 30 stations each. This geometry214
causes the average aperture of most subarrays to be at around 800 m (Figure S6). Now,215
assuming that the slowest body wave propagates as a perfectly plane wave with an ap-216
parent velocity of 1.5 km/s, the minimum size of the subarrays capable of extracting >3217
Hz seismic arrivals is ∼450 m. This result allows us to conclude that our choice subar-218
ray geometries is optimal for extracting the body wave arrivals that are buried within219
the Long Beach correlograms, and that such configuration would technically allow us to220
beamform up to 7.5 Hz waves without being spatially aliased.221
The application of the modified DBF to the entire Long Beach dataset yielded ap-222
proximately 12 million unique beams that now show enhanced diving P-waves. As an223
example, Figure 7 presents snapshots of the constructed wavefield before and after the224
application of DBF. A clear body wave propagating away from the virtual source in all225
directions can be seen after the waveforms have been coherently stacked. It is interest-226
ing to notice how the wavefield is not completely spherical, which indicates the existence227
of lateral variations in the elastic properties of the medium. To further illustrate this point,228
we build two orthogonal refraction profiles by stacking all available beams along two cor-229
ridors that are 0.5 km wide in a 50 m offset bin (Figure 8). Aside from showing clear div-230
ing P-waves regardless the direction of propagation, both profiles show a prominent step231
in the traveltime that is typical of a horizontal discontinuity in a buried layer. For the232
case of the N-S profile, the velocity jump is coincident with the surface trace of the New-233
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port Inglewood fault. This observation supports the premise that we are observing real234
features of the data and that the constraints imposed in the DBF are flexible enough to235
capture the variations in the structural properties of the Long Beach crust.236
4 Traveltime Measurements and Body Wave Tomography237
After we successfully apply the DBF to every possible source-receiver configura-238
tion, we pick the arrival times of the beamed P-waves. For this matter, we first construct239
a set of reference traces by stacking all available beams in a 50 m offset bin (Figure 9A).240
We then manually identify the diving P-wave in every reference trace and extract their241
waveform shape so that they can be used as templates to automatically find their time242
of arrival in individual beams with similar offsets. To extract the waveform shape of these243
arrivals, we use the seismogram decomposition method of Juarez and Jordan (2018). This244
technique takes the time-frequency spectra of a given record computed by the S-transform245
and systematically isolates all apparent arrivals using localized Gaussian filters around246
every local maxima in the power spectrum. It then integrates every filtered spectra with247
time and separately transforms them back into the time domain, thus yielding a finite248
set of waveforms that are localized in time and frequency. As an example, Figure 9B-249
D presents the waveform decomposition process for a single reference trace, and shows250
how one can recover the input trace after summing all of its decomposed elements. It251
is important to note that, for this particular reference trace, the temporal resolution of252
the S-transform is sufficient to isolate the diving P-wave from the PP- and direct P-waves.253
Although the latter may not be the case for shorter off-set traces, the waveform decom-254
position scheme ultimately allows us to retrieve the characteristic shape of the first-arrival255
whether they consist of a single diving P-wave or a superposition of different P-wavelets.256
Once we build a library of P-wave templates, we apply the same phase decompo-257
sition scheme to all individual beams and, for each one of them, retain the timing of the258
isolated phase that is within the expected time of arrival of the diving P-wave and best259
correlates with its respective waveform template. To show the performance of our pick-260
ing method, Figure 10 presents the distribution of the traveltime differences between the261
picked time and the theoretical arrival (from the inverted 1D model) for 2 virtual sources262
located in opposite sides of the survey. The spatial coherency of the traveltime anomaly263
maps, together with the general high correlation coefficients (CCs) obtained in the pick-264
ing process, subjectively attest to the reliability of our measurements and suggest that265
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their smooth fluctuations are likely to be associated with variations in the local veloc-266
ity structure. Moreover, there is a clear north-south velocity dichotomy with the tran-267
sition just on the surface trace of the Newport Inglewood fault that is revealed by the268
northern virtual source. It is also worth noticing that stations in which a low correla-269
tion coefficient was obtained are in agreement with beams that have a low signal-to-noise270
ratio (SNR) and regions where traveltime measurements have sudden and unrealistic de-271
viations from their neighboring stations. The majority of these random measurements272
appear to be correspondent to beams that are constructed from either large-offset cor-273
relations or from stations that are located in the vicinity of the fault. Furthermore, a274
general analysis of the CC and SNR distribution of different virtual sources reveals that275
higher-quality beams are mostly constructed from subarrays that are located on simi-276
lar sides of the fault (Figure S7). This observation suggests that there must exist some277
zone of structural complexity along the fault that may be acting as a barrier to wave prop-278
agation.279
Because of the extensively large number of traveltime measurements that are avail-280
able to estimate the 3D velocities, solving the structural problem using a regularized in-281
version, which involves calculating and storing the data sensitivity (Fre´chet) kernel for282
each measurement, is an intense computational task. For this reason, we opt to imple-283
ment an iterative backprojection method (Hole, 1992) that maps, on a ray-by-ray ba-284
sis, traveltime anomalies into slowness perturbations along the ray paths until the data285
are satisfied. To parameterize the model, we use a regularly spaced 70 m grid that ex-286
tends 8 km (easting) x 12 km (northing) x 2.5 km (depth) and the inverted 1D veloc-287
ity profile as a starting model. We then trace every ray through the model using the fast288
sweeping method (Zhao, 2005) and average the perturbations applied to each model el-289
ement from all the rays that are influenced by that model element (Figure S8). Once the290
entire model is updated, we retrace the rays, compute new theoretical traveltimes and291
remap the new measurements into slowness perturbations. This process is iterated un-292
til the updates to the model start to become negligible. It is important to note that the293
DBF that was applied to the traces will cause the resulting model to be inherently smooth.294
Figure 11 shows the horizontal and vertical slices of the obtained velocity model after295
5 iterations of the backprojection method. To ensure robustness in the construction of296
this model, we only used traveltime measurements that had a correlation coefficient larger297
than 0.5 with their respective waveform templates and a signal-to-noise ratio larger than298
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2. This restriction allowed the use of 11,033,733 rays which, based on the ray coverage299
maps, we find that can resolve velocities down to a depth of 2 km at the center of the300
survey (Figure S9). A collection of traveltime anomaly maps filtered with the imposed301
quality criteria is shown if Figure S10 in the supporting information.302
To assess the uncertainty of our estimated velocities, we first generate a set of one-303
iteration tomograms by bootstrapping through the virtual sources. We then follow a sim-304
ilar approach to the one that is used in traditional Eikonal tomography and, for each point305
in our model, estimate a mean slowness, s0, and a standard deviation, σs0 , from the dis-306
tribution of slownesses, si:307
s0 =
1
n
n∑
i=1
si, (4)308
σ2s0 =
1
n(n− 1)
n∑
i=1
(si − s0)2, (5)309
where n is the number of virtual sources (Lin et al., 2009). Once these quantities are ob-310
tained, we simply compute the uncertainty of the velocity, σv, via:311
σv =
1
s20
σs0 . (6)312
After resampling the virtual sources 50 times and applying such process, we find that313
the uncertainties of our model are below 5 m/s and that they tend to be largest at the314
edges of the array (Figure 12). Note that these uncertainties are related to random within315
our traveltime measurements and not the tomographic inversion itself.316
5 Results and Discussion317
The tomographic model shows velocity variations that are, in general, consistent318
with the surface wave results of Lin et al. (2013). As expected, the most prominent fea-319
ture within our model is the Newport Inglewood fault zone, which shows up as a high320
velocity anomaly (probably as a result of strain focusing; e.g. Papaleo et al., 2017) that321
emerges at depths of around 500 m. Although the average velocity structure of this fea-322
ture has been imaged in previous tomography studies (e.g. Lin et al., 2013; Chang et al.,323
2016), the resolution that is now achieved with high-frequency body waves allow us to324
illuminate some of its geometric variations. Figure 11 shows a comparison between dif-325
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ferent cross-sections of our velocity model cut perpendicular to the main fault trend. From326
this comparison, we find that there are structural differences amongst the three imaged327
segments of the fault. For the northwestern strand, the fault trace appears to be mostly328
vertical and well-defined at shallow depths (Figure 13C-D). In contrast, cross-sections329
across the southeastern strand suggest that the fault extends to deeper depths and might330
even have a small SW dipping component that grows as it approaches Signal Hill (Fig-331
ure 13F-G; see Figure S11 for elevation map). These observations are consistent with332
reconstructed maps of the internal structures of Los Angeles basin that suggest that the333
primary strand of the Newport Inglewood fault (also known as the Cherry Hill fault) ex-334
tends nearly vertical down to depths of 1,100-1,500 m and, at greater depths, may dip335
as much as 60◦ (Wright, 1991). Near the central strand, we find that the fault structure336
is even more complicated and unidentifiable within our velocity model (Figure 13E). This337
complexity may arise since, at this location, the Cherry Hill fault is known to branch out338
near the surface through a series smaller-scale fault strands that bound a recently up-339
lifted wedge (Figure 13BE).340
Although the general agreement between our tomographic model with known ge-341
ologic features attest to the reliability of ambient noise body waves to characterize sub-342
surface velocity structure, we can take advantage of the large station density of the sur-343
vey to qualitatively validate our results in a different way. Figure 14 shows the effects344
of velocity variations on a Mb2.5 earthquake wavefront propagating through the Long345
Beach array. From this image, it is clear how the structural variations within the area346
introduce complexities into the wavefront and can even cause a 180-degree phase change347
in the S-wave across the Newport Inglewood fault (Movie S2). The partitioning of the348
wavefront is most extreme in the southeastern strand of the fault, precisely where our349
velocity model reveals the existence of a prominent and elongated fast velocity anomaly350
(associated to the fault itself) adjacent to a slow velocity zone that extends to a depth351
of about 1 km (Figure 11A). Moreover, it is important to note that the fast velocities352
of the fault also causes a slight increase in the wavelength of the surface wave packet,353
which may have some implications when quantifying the frequency response of the basin354
at a local scale. The fact that our velocity model captures the structural features that355
introduce these complexities into the wavefield supports the reliability of our estimations,356
and highlights the relevance of characterizing the fine-scale velocity variations of the shal-357
low crust.358
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The availability of high-resolution velocity models is essential in many geophysi-359
cal applications and paves the way for more complete interpretation of the Earth’s ge-360
ologic structures. For this study case, the results are mostly relevant to seismic hazard361
studies of Los Angeles basin since they can be incorporated into the standard velocity362
models for the region and, hence, be used in earthquake ground motion predictions. In363
addition to its role to seismic hazard, our velocity model can be used in an exploration364
context to derive a set of static corrections that can be applied to seismic reflection anal-365
ysis and used to improve active-source processing. Static corrections as such have been366
derived from the surface wave velocity model of Lin et al. (2013) and found to be effec-367
tive in enhancing P-wave reflective signals (Hollis et al., 2018). Nonetheless, the stat-368
ics derived from our P-wave velocity model should be even more accurate since they span369
a larger depth range and are not converted from phase and shear wave velocities.370
6 Conclusions371
We used a high-density oil company survey in Long Beach, California, to demon-372
strate that body waves can be extracted from the ambient noise field and subsequently373
inverted to produce a high-resolution velocity model of the subsurface. First, we con-374
firmed the existence of coherent body wave energy in the noise correlograms by comput-375
ing a synthetic wavefield and predicting every prominent arrival that is present in an av-376
erage record section of the entire dataset. We then retrieved refracted P-waves propa-377
gating through different sections of the survey by dividing the Long Beach network into378
small-aperture subarrays and applying a double-beamforming (DBF) technique that si-379
multaneously solves for the optimal source-side and receiver-side stacking velocities. Pro-380
files of P-wave refractions along particular corridors of the survey after applying DBF381
revealed that there exist prominent velocity jumps that are likely associated with regional382
geological features such as the Newport Inglewood fault. After extracting clean refracted383
P-waves, we measured their absolute traveltime by generating waveform templates and384
using them to identify their time-of-arrival in individual beams. Once the traveltime mea-385
surements were made, we applied an iterative backprojection tomography to map the386
traveltime measurements into velocity perturbations and solve for the 3D velocity struc-387
ture beneath the survey.388
The estimated 3D velocities are in general agreement with previous tomographic389
results of the area and correlate with the main structural features of the region. A close390
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analysis of the Newport Inglewood fault system reveals that there are structural differ-391
ences amongst the three imaged segments of the fault. The northwestern strand of the392
fault seems to extend to depths of around 500 m and appears as a well-imaged vertical393
velocity discontinuity. On the other hand, the southeastern strand of the fault extends394
to deeper depths (>1 km) and appears to have a subtle southwest dipping component395
that grows as the fault approaches Signal Hill. The central strand of the fault is not ap-396
parent within our velocity model, which we believe is caused by the structural complex-397
ities of the fault zone. In short, the results of this work confirmed the reliability of am-398
bient noise body waves to characterize the seismic structure and showed that, in spite399
of the processing challenges of retrieving them, they can provide unique constraints that400
are otherwise unattainable with current passive imaging methods.401
Figure 1. Regional map of southern California and the Continental Borderland. The black
rectangle marks the location of the Long Beach array and the inset map shows the distribution of
the seismic sensors (as black circles). The mapped faults are from Jennings and George (1994).
The main trace of the Newport Inglewood fault is labeled as NIF. The major strands of the New-
port Inglewood fault are denoted by red lines in the magnified map. To provide some context
on the level of density of the Long Beach array, the stations of the Southern California Seismic
Network are plotted as inverted red triangles.
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Figure 2. Stacked record section of the Long Beach virtual shot gathers. The waveforms
are band-passed filtered between 2 to 8 Hz. The bin size of the spatial stacking is of 50 meters.
Clear fundamental mode Rayleigh waves, some combination of higher-mode Rayleigh waves and
S-waves, and P-waves are visible at almost all offset ranges. The dashed black lines mark the
different time windows in which each of these phases are expected to arrive (from Lin et al.,
2013).
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Figure 3. Observed and synthetic wavefields windowed around the expected P-wave time
of arrival. (A) Record section of the first 5 seconds of the stacked cross-correlations. The thick
black lines mark 3 different reference velocities that approximate the variations in the apparent
wave speed of the first-arrival P-wave as a function of offset. (B) Synthetic wavefield computed
by 2D finite difference modeling using the inverted 1D velocity model (black profile in Fig-
ure 4B). The frequency range of the waveforms is the same as Figure 2. (C) Snapshots of the 2D
velocity wavefield at different times (1.5 s, 2.5 s and 3.5 s). The explosion at the surface marks
the location of the source. Note that attenuation was not considered in the wavefield simulation.
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Figure 4. Tau-p representation of the first 5 seconds of the stacked cross-correlated wave-
forms (A) and inverted velocity model (B). As a comparison, the model that is obtained from the
inversion of the Tau-p curve (black line in A) is shown together with a 1D profile of the CVM-S4
model (Shaw et al., 2015) at the center of the Long Beach array.
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Figure 5. Examples of traveltime picking of individual traces. (A) Map of the Long Beach
array configuration. The red lines mark the shortest path between the virtual source (station S)
and the receivers (stations R1 and R2) involved in the computation of the correlograms shown in
(B) and (C). (B) Cross-correlated waveforms between stations S and R1 together with its time-
frequency spectra computed via the S-transform. The dashed red line on top of the waveforms
marks the predicted arrival time of the P-wave. The star markers in the lower panel depict all
of the energy peaks identified in the time-frequency spectra and the red box delimits the time
window used to identify the potential P-wave arrivals. The energy peaks in the spectrogram are
determined using a watershed algorithm (Meyer, 1994). (C) Same as (B) but for the correlogram
between stations S and R2.
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Figure 6. Double-beamforming process for a single source-receiver array configuration. (A)
Map showing the entire Long Beach survey together with a source array (red circles) and a re-
ceiver array (gray circles). The red radius around the source array marks the 1 km distance
threshold imposed in our stacking scheme. For this particular source-receiver configuration, the
source radius is of 0.32 km, the receiver radius is of 0.42 km, and the distance between the ar-
rays’ geographic centers is of 2.12 km. (B) Entire source and receiver side velocity space of the
DBF. The yellow star indicates the best-fitting velocity pair obtained in the least-squares inver-
sion. The black dots correspond to the best-fitting velocity pairs obtained in the bootstrapping
process and the red box marks their 95% confidence limits. For this case, the area of the 95%
confidence region is 0.09 km2/s2. (C) Empirically derived probability density function of the
source-side velocity (SSV) and the receiver-side velocity estimations (RSV) calculated from the
bootstrapped results. (D) Beamed trace (black waveforms) plotted behind one of the 900 orig-
inal correlograms used to build the beam (red waveforms). Note how the P-wave is essentially
unidentifiable in the original correlogram and how its signal-to-noise ratio improves dramatically
after applying DBF. The retrieved phase corresponds to a diving P-wave propagating between
the center of the source and receiver arrays. The collection of all the individual traveltime picks
involved in the computation the source-side and receiver-side velocities for this particular group
of stations is shown in Figure S5.
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Figure 7. Wavefield emitted by a virtual source. The location of the virtual source is marked
by the yellow star. The lag-times are shown on the upper left corner of each panel. The top pan-
els show snapshots of the 2-8 Hz band-passed wavefield observed at each station. The middle
panels show snapshots of the beamed wavefield observed at each station (Movie S2). Strong body
waves are now visible propagating away from the virtual source. The lower panels shows snap-
shot of a synthetic wavefield using the inverted velocity model (black profile in Figure 4B). Note
how the observed wavefield is not completely spherical as in the synthetic case.
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Figure 8. Examples of P-wave refractions from a N-S line (A) and a E-W line (B). The pro-
files are formed by stacking all available beams along corridors that are 0.5 km wide (green areas
in C) in a 50 m offset bin. The location of the virtual sources are marked by the yellow stars.
Note how there exist a clear jump in the N-S profile that is coincident with the Newport Ingle-
wood fault (thick red line in all panels), and shorter jump in the far end of the E-W profile that
might be associated with a smaller fault (thick blue line in panel B).
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Figure 9. Stacked record section of beams (A) and waveform decomposition process of a
single reference trace (B-D). (A) Stacked recordsection showing how the DBF has successfully
isolated the body wave energy and suppressed any other arrival that is not arriving with a slow-
ness of a refracted P-wave. The dashed colored lines mark the time window where the higher
mode surface waves were present before the DBF. (B) Reference trace (black waveform) and
reconstructed trace (red waveform) that is obtained after linearly adding all of the decomposed
waveforms (all traces in D). The reference trace corresponds to the stacked beam in the 7 km
offset bin (red arrow in A). (C) Time-frequency spectra of the reference trace computed via the
S-transform. The star markers indicate the arrivals identified in the power spectrum and the
numbers indicate their order in time. (D) Decomposed traces sorted by time. A total of 27 ap-
parent phases are identified in the reference trace spectra, with the diving P-wave being the most
prominent amongst all. The green trace alone is what is used as a template to pick the refracted
P-wave arrival in individual beams that have a 7 km offset.
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Figure 10. Traveltime measurements for two virtual sources localized on opposite sides of
the survey. The left panels show the distribution of the traveltime differences between the picked
time and the theoretical arrival. The middle panels show the normalized correlation coefficient
between each picked phase with their respective waveform template. The right panels show the
signal-to-noise ratio of the beams. Here, we define the SNR by the ratio between the peak am-
plitude within a window containing the refracted P-wave arrival to the root-mean-square of the
amplitudes before this window. The locations of the virtual sources are marked by the yellow
stars. The red lines depict the major strands of the Newport Inglewood Fault and the black
dashed lines delimit the regions where traveltime measurements appear to be random.
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Figure 11. Horizontal (A) and vertical (B) slices of the inverted velocity model. Velocities
are presented as perturbation (in percent) from the horizontally averaged inverted model. To em-
phasize the lateral velocity variations, each horizontal slice is plotted with its independent scale
bar. The depth of the horizontal slices is given at the upper right corner of each panel (0.14 km,
0.49 km and 0.98 km). The blue lines in the leftmost panel in A show the location of the vertical
slices in B (P1, P2, P3 and P4). For this set of plots, the local coordinates have been shifted to
the center of the survey. The red lines in every panel mark the major strands of the Newport
Inglewood fault. A supplementary video showing the lateral velocity variations as a function of
depth is also available (Movie S3).
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Figure 12. Depth slices of the velocity uncertainties obtained after bootstrapping the virtual
sources 50 times. The depth of the horizontal slices is given at the upper right corner of each
panel (0.14 km, 0.49 km and 0.98 km).
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Figure 13. Fault-perpendicular cross-sections of the inverted velocity model. (A) Map show-
ing the Long Beach survey with the location of the profiles. (B) Cross-sections illustrating
the general structural pattern across different segments of the Newport-Inglewood fault zone
(modified from Wright, 1991). The thick back lines in A show the location of the two profiles (X-
X’ and Y-Y’). (C-G) Vertical cross-sections of the inverted velocity model (colored profiles in A).
The red arrows on top of each profile indicate the location of the surface trace of the Newport
Inglewood fault. The black dashed lines in each profile mark our interpretation of the fault. The
inferred fault geometry of Wright (1991) across profile X-X’ is overlain on profile E.
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Figure 14. Wavefield emitted by the Carson Mb2.5 earthquake at 4 seconds after its origin
time (A). Note how the earthquake surface waves clearly break up along the Newport Inglewood
fault. The dashed black box in the zoomed panel is the same as in Figure 11A and delimits a
region where the wavefield is being most advanced and stretched by the high velocities of the
fault. The velocity perturbation at 0.98 km depth of this small area is shown in (B).
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